Abstract-The main aim of all the educational organizations is to improve the quality of education and elevate the academic performance of students. Educational Data Mining (EDM) is a growing research field which helps academic institutions to improve the performance of their students. The academic institutions are most often judged by the grades achieved by the students in examination. EDM offers different practices to predict the academic performance of students. In EDM, Feature Selection (FS) plays a vital role in improving the quality of prediction models for educational datasets. FS algorithms eliminate unrelated data from the educational repositories and hence increase the performance of classifier accuracy used in different EDM practices to support decision making for educational settings. The good quality of educational dataset can produce better results and hence the decisions based on such quality dataset can increase the quality of education by predicting the performance of students. In the light of this mentioned fact, it is necessary to choose a feature selection algorithm carefully. This paper presents an analysis of the performance of filter feature selection algorithms and classification algorithms on two different student datasets. The results obtained from different FS algorithms and classifiers on two student datasets with different number of features will also help researchers to find the best combinations of filter feature selection algorithms and classifiers. It is very necessary to put light on the relevancy of feature selection for student performance prediction, as the constructive educational strategies can be derived through the relevant set of features. The results of our study depict that there is a 10% difference of prediction accuracies between the results of datasets with different number of features.
INTRODUCTION
Education is a prime factor for the development of a nation. The quality of education is one of the most needed ingredients in creating remarkable members of society. The data kept in academic institution databases plays noteworthy role for the improvement of educational process by exploring the hidden information [1] . Many techniques are being used to evaluate the performance of students' academics. Data Mining techniques are being broadly used on student data these days [2] , [3] and is playing a positive role in the area of Educational Data Mining (EDM). EDM discovers the educational data to comprehend the issues in student's academic performance using the fundamental nature of data mining techniques [4] . Student performance prediction is considered as an important topic in EDM. As the performance of student not only effect the organization reputation, but also the future of the student itself, therefore the student performance prediction models are in spot light in front of educational stakeholders. EDM deploys data to help academic organizations in planning educational strategies and in turn enhancing the quality of education.
Student academic progress can be monitored through the prediction models. These prediction models use different EDM techniques to analyze the students' academic performance. It is very hard to distinguish the features affecting the student academic performance [5] . Student academic performance prediction can be helpful for institutions to identify students in need of financial assistance [6] , [7] , improve institution enrolment quality [7] , [8] , help students to plan better for future, and also to overcome their struggle with studies. The students' performance prediction model depends on the selected features from the dataset. The most suitable features can be selected by applying feature selection algorithm [9] . These algorithms can refine the prediction results [10] . However, the Feature selection algorithms are best to extract the relevant features and avoid redundancy, without cost of data loss [11] , therefore it is very suitable to use FS algorithms in EDM to avoid loss of important data to build strategies with the help of such a quality data.
Feature Selection algorithms are used in in pre-processing step of data. It supports to select the appropriate subset of features to construct a model for data mining. However, Feature Selection algorithms are utilized to improve the predictive accuracy and lower the computational complexity [4] , [12] , [13] . The feature selection algorithms can increase (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 9, No. 5, 2018 542 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org the performance of student performance prediction models. There are three main types of feature selection algorithms three main categories: filter, wrapper, and hybrid models. Filter method is performed on pre-processing step, and are not depended on any learning algorithm, but they depend on overall features of the training data. Wrapper method uses learning algorithms to estimate the features. Whereas Hybrid Feature selectin combines the properties of both filter and wrapper method [12] . In this study we focus mainly on the filter feature selection algorithm.
Feature selection has been used in EDM in different research works [5] , [9] , [14] . Researchers in EDM use different feature selection algorithms to yield effective results in predicting academic performance of students. But still a lot of attention is required to construct student performance prediction models with the help of feature selection algorithms. Our paper is a step towards detecting the best amalgamations of feature section algorithms and classification algorithms on student datasets.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section II provides the literature related to the feature selection algorithm used in the field of EDM. Section III provides the research methodology followed by the paper. Section IV illustrates the results and discussions. Conclusion of the study is described in Section V.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
This section gives a brief literature review on the feature selection algorithms used in the field of EDM and the different combinations of feature selection along with classification algorithms used in the other studies. The study in [15] proposed an improved decision tree to predict the indicators of student dropouts. The study collects the dataset of 240 students through a survey and applies Correlation based Feature Selection (CFS) algorithm (Filter feature selection algorithm) in pre-processing step. The classification accuracy of the model shows more than 90%. However, the study took only one dataset into consideration. The investigation in [4] evaluated six feature selection algorithms to predict the performance of higher secondary students. The results of the study conclude that Voted Perceptron, and One Rule (OneR) shows high predictive performance with all the feature subsets gained through feature selection algorithms. Furthermore, Information Gain (IG) and CFS shows better ROC value and F-measure values on higher secondary school dataset.
A study to predict the performance of student in secondary school at Tuzla was presented in [1] . The study used Gain Ratio (GR) feature selection algorithm on the dataset with 19 features. The results with Random Forest classification (RF) algorithm reveals best results in terms of prediction accuracy.
The investigation in [16] was conducted to predict the enrolment of students in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) in higher educational institutions in Kenya. Almost 18 features were collected through a questionnaire. The CART decision tree shows better prediction accuracy results with Chi-Square and IG feature selection algorithms.
A study to predict the grades of student was conducted in [14] , Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on the dataset of students enrolled in the computer science bachelor's degree . The study uses PCA to build decision trees from the features extracted through the Moodle Logs, to predict student grades.
A comparison between Greedy, IG-ratio ,Chi-Square and mRMR feature selections, was conducted in the study of [17] . The study collected first year students' record with 15 attributes, from the database of University of Technology, Thailand. The study proposed that Greedy Forward selection can give better prediction accuracy result with artificial neural network (ANN) as compared to Naïve Bayes, decision tree and k-NN.
The existing studies in educational data mining have used different filter feature selection algorithms on student datasets. In this study, we used two different datasets, with different number of features. This study is an extension of our previous work [18] .
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research article is an extended version of the paper [18] . One dataset was used in previous study to check the performance of different feature selection algorithms. The foremost objective of this research is to estimate the performance of different FS algorithms along with different classification algorithms using different students' datasets with dissimilar number of features. The comparison between the results of FS algorithms is based on two datasets to provide to new educational data mining for the performance of various feature selection algorithms with different number of features. This study will answer two research questions that are:
RQ1. What are the important feature selection algorithms to predict the academic performance of students (Whether they pass or fail)? RQ2. What are the best possible combinations of feature selection algorithms and classification algorithms to predict the performance of students (Whether they pass or fail)?
To achieve the research objective and to answer the abovementioned research questions, two student datasets are taken from valid sources, after which different FS algorithms are applied which was not used earlier on this dataset in the previous studies. As in this paper we try to evaluate different feature selection algorithms to check their performance. Various classification algorithms are applied using different FS algorithms. It is evaluated to check the performance among all the combinations applied on students' dataset. Fig. 1 describes a basic flow of our study. Two student datasets were taken in this study. In the second step feature selection algorithms are applied separately on both datasets, in combination of different classification algorithms. Results of precision and correctly classified instances were compared in the final step. www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
A. Dataset Description
In this study we have taken two student datasets with different number of features to check the performance of feature selection algorithm on different number of features. The details of two datasets used in this study are given below.
1) Dataset 1:
The dataset 1 is comprised of 500 students records with 16 features. This dataset has been used in the study [19] , and is available publicly even on Kaggle dataset repository .It is being previously used to check the learner's interactivity with e-learning management system. However, only information gain based feature selection algorithm is used previously. There are three categories of attributes in this dataset demographic, academic and behavioral. The dataset is being used by our previous version of this study.
2) Dataset 2:
The dataset 2 is comprised of 300 students with 24 features. It was collected from the three different collages of India. This dataset is used in the study [20] . The dataset is being used in this paper to analyze the student's academic performance.
B. Experimental Setup
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is developed by University of Waikato in New Zealand as data mining tool. It is built in Java language, and a rich source of data mining algorithms. WEKA offers skill for developing machine learning techniques for different data mining tasks [21] , [22] . In this experiment we have used Weka version 3.9, and explorer application.
C. Feature Selection Algorithm and Classifiers
Feature selection is one of the most recurrent and significant technique in data pre-processing and is said to be an essential element of machine learning process [23] . The main focus of our research in this paper is on six important FS algorithm CfsSubsetEval, ChiSquared-AttributeEval, FilteredAttributeEval, GainRatioAttribute-Eval, Principal Components, and ReliefAttributeEval feature selection algorithms are evaluated.
1) CfsSubsetEval:
This approach identify the predictive capability of every feature. However, the redundancy factor also plays a critical role in this approach [24] , [25] . CFS algorithm uses homogeneous feature in selection process along with discretization preprocessing steps [26] .
2) ChiSquaredAttributeEval: Chi-Square is used to compare the tests of independence and the test of goodness of fit. Test of independence estimates whether the class label is dependent or independent of a feature. ChiSquaredAttributeEval estimates an attribute by calculating the value of the chi-squared statistic relating to the class [17] , [25] .
3) FilteredAttributeEval: This filter feature selection algorithm is available in Weka plate form.
4) GainRatioAttributeEval:
The Gain Ratio is the nonsymmetrical measure that is introduced to compensate for the bias of the information gain [27] . It is a filter feature selection algorithm that measures how common a feature in a class associated to all other classes.
5) Principal Components:
Principal Component analysis reduces the dimensionality of space, without reducing the number of features [28] . 6) ReliefAttributeEval: Relief is a simple weight-based algorithm which depends totally on a statistical method. It evaluates the significance of an attribute by sampling an instance repeatedly [25] . It detects those features which are statistically related to the target concept. It has a limitation of non-optimal feature set size [29] .
Prediction accuracy of the features selected from the feature selection algorithms can be evaluated through classification algorithms. In our previous work we have used fifteen classification algorithms that are: Bayesian Network (BN), Naïve Bayes (NB), NaiveBayesUpdateable (NBU), MLP, Simple Logistic (SL), SMO, Decision Table (DT) , OneR J rip, Decsion Stump (DS), J48, Random Forest (RF), RandomTree (RT), REPtree (RepT). However due the limitation of space we have selected six classification algorithms in this paper. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This research reported focuses on the performance evaluation of six Feature Selection algorithms using two different student's datasets. The effectiveness of these algorithms is measured through Precision, Recall, F-measure and prediction accuracy (Correctly classified instances). Fmeasure is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall [30] . The results presented in our previous study [18] and which is then compared with the results obtained usingdataset1 and dataset 2. The outcomes of the six Feature Selection techniques using dataset 1 are reported in Tables I to VI 
A. Results on Dataset 1
The results in Table I shows the different values of accuracy measures for fifteen classifiers with Cfssubseteval feature selection algorithm using dataset 1. Fig. 2 graphically illustrates the results obtained with ChiSquared-AttributeEval feature selection algorithms. The results presented in Table II and Fig. 3 depicts that the classifier Decision Stump (DS) has the lowest performance on educational dataset 1 with ChiSquaredAttributeEval; however, MLP classifier shows comparatively better results than other classifiers with the same FS technique.
The results presented in Table III and Fig. 4 indicates that the accuracy of classifiers used on educational data with FilteredAttributeEval feature selection algorithm. The results demonstrate that the values of Precision, Recall and F-measure are comparatively low when Decision Stump and Jip classifiers are applied. While MLP performance is relatively improved than other classifiers using FilteredAttributeEval. The results reported in Table IV and Fig. 5 are exhibiting the identical performance details as illustrated earlier in Table III and Fig. 4 . The results show that the decrease in performance by applying GainRatioAttributeEval Jrip classifier, however, MLP and SMO performed comparatively better than other classifiers.
The results in Table V present the performance of Principal Components using fifteen selected classification algorithms. Fig. 6 is the graphical representation of the performance of Principal Components. The result in Table V 
Precision Recall F-Measure www.ijacsa.thesai.org Table VI and Fig. 7 presents the result of ReliefAttributeEval(Rel) using different classifiers. It is observed through the results analysis that Random Forest classifiers shows better results with ReliefAttributeEval, however, the Decision Stump (DS) classifier depicts poor performance with ReliefAttributeEval using data set1 of students records.
B. Comparison of Results on Dataset 1 and Dataset 2
The comparison between the correctly classified instances using dataset 1 and dataset 2 are illustrated in Table VII. In this  table six classifiers are presented only which performed better as compared to the other classifiers. The results indicate significant difference in the performance using both the datasets. There is approximately 10 to 20% performance and accuracy difference with each of the FS algorithm. A comparative analysis based on the number of features selected in the dataset 1 and dataset 2 with respect to the precision is presented in Table VIII . The chi-square FS technique with Mlp classifiers results in maximum precision using the dataset 1 whereas Cfs algorithm along with the Bayes Net and Naïve Bayes provides maximum precision using the dataset 2. However, the performance of FS techniques with decision tree classification algorithm degrades using the dataset 1 and 2. The performance analysis discussed answer the two research questions discussed in Section III. These results give the answer of two research questions.
RQ1. What are the important feature selection techniques to predict the performance of students?
It is concluded from Tables VII and VIII that the performance of FS techniques has been improved using dataset 1 as compared to the dataset 2. Relief feature selection technique and Chi square algorithm perform better on dataset 1. Whereas Chi square and Cfs feature selection techniques perform better on dataset 2. Hence, these techniques must be considered in predicting the performance of students. According to the analysis, relief, chi-square and cfs are important FS techniques to predict the performance of student.
RQ2. What are the best possible combinations of feature selection techniques and Classification algorithms to predict the performance of students? 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the study of various feature selection algorithms and analysed their performance using two different datasets. The results indicated that there is significant performance difference of feature selection algorithms using the datasets with different numbers of features; shows 10 to 20 per cent difference in accuracy percentages. The performance of the filter feature selection techniques reduces as the number of feature increases. To predict the academic performance of the student, having a large number of feature sets, wrappers feature selection techniques can also be evaluated. In future we will also evaluate the feature selection results through confusion m. Furthermore, we cannot neglect the advantages of filter feature selection techniques. In future, the study can be enhanced by applying few hybrid feature selection algorithms on student datasets in order to predict the performance of the student.
